ABSTRACT. The cone of nonnegative extended valued normal forms, defined on the nonnegative bounded symmetric operators in a Hubert space, is discussed in connection with generalising a known inequality to the unbounded case.
1. It was proved in [2] that an inequality which was already known for restricted cases is also valid for general cr-finite measure spaces. The inequality seems to suggest a probabilistic interpretation of irreversible entropy increase which could be of use in the theory of statistical mechanics. If such an interpretation is justified, then it is natural to look for a corresponding operator inequality, suitable for interpreting entropy increase in quantum statistics. An inequality of G. Lindblad [5] , then already in the literature, seems to fulfill the requirements up to a certain point. The present paper is motivated by questions which arise upon comparing the inequality in [2] with that of Lindblad. In order to be more precise, we state the former inequality in a way most suitable for comparison with Lindblad's, considering the case where only one measure space (fi,2l, p) is involved.
In the terminology used in [2] , let J? be the convex cone of nonnegative extended real-valued measurable functions on fi, .S^, the convex cone of equivalence classes mod p of elements of J?, and T" (continuing to use the notation in [2] ) any monotone continuous positive linear map from .S^, into itself. If
/ [T'gMdw) = [ gp(doj) (g G SfJ Jn
Jn and T'e = e where e G Jz^ with e(w) = 1 for /x-almost all w G fi, then for any finite-valued convex function </> defined on [0, oo) and any p G .2^ with / pp(duj) < oo, the finiteness of /(j)+(p)ß(du>)1 implies the finiteness of f çt>+(T'p)p(doj), and
We state Lindblad's theorem in a slightly altered form for comparison, introducing first the necessary Hilbert space terminology. Let X be a separable Hubert space, B a bounded selfadjoint operator in %?. We define the trace of B only if the positive part, B+, or the negative part, B_, has a finite trace as defined in the usual sense. We then say, tr [ is a positive linear map, we call S monotone continuous if, for every sequence of elements, Ai < A2 < A3 < ■ ■ ■, of K(ß?) with supA¿ G K(ßf), one has S(supA2) = supS(A,). In the following we continue to use the symbol 7" instead of T for the transformation. If one assumes with Lindblad that 0(0) = 0, then the condition T'(I) = I can be replaced by T'(I) < I with practically no alternation of the proof.
Since the real variables inequality in [2] contains no boundedness conditions on the function, 4>, the appearance of such conditions in Lindblad's inequality seems to suggest the possibility of finding a generalisation of it. Attempts to generalise in a trivial way seem to lead to the necessity of defining T'qb(J) for unbounded <p, which is even problematical if <t> is nonnegative. One possibility for overcoming this difficulty is to find a cone that is bigger than K(ßf) in which there is more freedom for defining what is necessary. The appropriate cone seems to be that of extended valued normal forms on K(ßT).
We define a normal form, v: K(ß?) -> [0, oo], in a way similar to that found in [3] for the finite-valued case, by demanding positive linearity and monotone continuity, i.e. v is a normal form if will be called the weak semiordering. The semiordering induced by the additive structure p> v ■&■ 3oj G^ with p = v + w will be called the "additive" semiordering. In the cones usually under discussion, relevant alternatives to the additive semiordering are equivalent to it. This is not so for the weak semiordering in 9^. To show this, we make use of a remark which is essentially due to T. Kato [4, p. 329 ].
REMARK 2.1. Any unbounded closed nonnegative symmetric form / with domain 2 can be properly extended to a closed nonnegative symmetric form.
The boundedness of a symmetric form is that usually defined; / on 2 is bounded iff there exists a À G R with f(tp, tp) < A||^||2 for all tp G 2. This is equivalent to 2 being a closed linear subset of ß$f. Kato does not supply a proof in [4] , nor does a proof seem to be readily available. We sketch one here. , because S has no eigenvalue equal to -1. Thus A0 = (I -So)(I + So)-1 is a densely defined nonnegative symmetric operator, and we can apply the results in connection with Theorem I, §109 in [1] . Since (/ + S)l^2D -A is dense in ß?', the orthogonal projection, Qi, onto the orthogonal complement of A is zero, and (/ + S)^2Qi(I + S)1/2 = 0. Therefore, in the notation of [1] , A = Ay., the nonnegative selfadjoint extension of A0 in the sense of Friedrichs. But (I-S)l/2D = $A is nondense in ßt', being orthogonal to r¡, whereas (/ -Sy/2ß? is dense in ßtf, because it contains the range of 4>. Thus (/ -S)X¡2Q2(I -S)1/2 ^ 0, where Q2 is the orthogonal projection onto (/-S)l/2D. Thus there is a nonnegative selfadjoint extension, Am of Ao, not equal to the extension, A^, of Friedrichs. UsingAjvr, the remark now follows by an application of Krein's theorem and the lemma of Friedrichs (Theorem 2 and the immediately preceding lemma in §109 of [1] ).
We can now show that if u € 9" with fv unbounded, then there is a v G S1' such that v is weakly but not additively bounded by v. We can assume that Dv is dense in ß?'. Let fv be a proper extension of /", where O G 9. PROOF. The nonnegative symmetric form, /' -fv -f¡>, defined on 2V is closed and defines a form w G 3*" with u = D + ui.
If v\ < v% < 1/3 • • ■ is a weakly increasing sequence of normal forms, then their weak supremum exists in 9'. This is not always so for the corresponding statement in terms of the additive semiordering: If v > P weakly but not additively, then consider a sequence of normal forms, i>i, v2, P3,... with v = J2 v% and -®p, = f or each i. The form v is obviously an additive bound for each finite sum. Therefore a form which could serve as an additive supremum for the set of finite sums would have to be identical to v. But v can not be an additive supremum, because v, which bounds each finite sum additively, does not bound v additively. (i) a, ß € [0,00]; ft,u € 9 => 9(ap + ßw) = aü(p) + ßP(oj).
(ii) p>bj=> i?(p) > P(cj) (p,oj G 9r). (iii) If pi < p2 < /X3 < ■ • ■ is a sequence of elements of 9, then P(sup¿u¿) = supP(pi). The set of normal forms on 9r is a cone over [0,00] in the obvious sense, and will be denoted by 9. It is clear that an extension of v ■ G~x : 9% -» [0, oo], with given v G 9, to a normal form on 9 is uniquely determined. The correspondence v -* fi ■ G_1 -+ v from 9 to !? is injective and also surjective because v is the extension of its restriction to 9%, and this restriction is positive linear and monotone continuous there, thus of the form v ■ G~x. The semiordering in 9 defined by is well enough defined for repeating the above proof with <p+ replaced by <j>.
